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ITEM 8.01 OTHER EVENTS.

         Align Technology, Inc. ("Align") has recently been informed by the FDA
that its Invisalign(R) system, a proprietary method for treating the
misalignment of teeth using a series of clear, removable aligners has been
classified as a Class II medical device, correcting what the FDA described as a
prior classification error. The Invisalign system was previously regulated as a
Class I medical device and was exempted from requiring pre-market clearance by
the FDA prior to commercial launch. In November 1998, however, Align voluntarily
filed and subsequently received pre-market clearance by the FDA to market the
Invisalign system. Class II devices typically require pre-market clearance by
the FDA through the 510(k) pre-market notification process. As a result of this
corrected classification, firms that now wish to market aligners for general use
in the United States are required to obtain pre-market clearance from the FDA
prior to commercialization.

         Align currently possesses the necessary 510(k) clearance from the FDA
to continue to market its product under the Class II classification. Prior to
this classification correction, our product development, manufacturing
processes, packaging, labeling, handling, storage and distribution activities
were subject to extensive oversight by the FDA. Align believes its Invisalign
system is in compliance in all material respects with applicable quality system
regulations, record keeping and reporting requirements in the production and
distribution of the Invisalign system. Align does not anticipate any significant
difficulty or material cost increases in complying with applicable performance
standards as a result of the incremental regulatory requirements resulting from
the Class II classification.

                                   SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended,
the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

Dated: February 28, 2006             ALIGN TECHNOLOGY, INC.

                                     By: /s/ Roger E. George
                                         ---------------------------------------
                                         Roger E. George
                                         Vice President,
                                         Legal and Corporate Affairs,
                                         General Counsel and Corporate Secretary
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